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Our story, your experience

Mega tekstil, d.o.o., a company from Slovenska Bistrica with its 
trademark  MEGAMOBIL  presents itself on the Slovenian market 
as a young company with a lot of knowledge, experience and 
expertise in the caravanning industry.

We strive towards custom solutions so you can feel at home 
while travelling. The redesigned  MEGAMOBIL  vans are exciting 
holiday vehicles with an advanced design and are custom made 
according to your wishes that transform mobility, travel, roaming 
and camping into an experience. 

We want to raise caravanning in Slovenia to a new level, win over 
many new fans and provide high quality products and services 
to our existing fans.





We are constantly developing innovative products with 
added value, which are all fruits of our knowledge and 
inspiration. All products are of high-quality and in the 
top of their product range, as our key success factors are 
knowledge and experience in the field of development

Research and development
There is always something you would do your way in
your camper. Our goal in MEGAMOBIL is to design a
completely individual, custom made, dream camper,
and to assemble it according to your suggestions and
desires.

We are thinking about you



We guarantee the proper air temperature – not only in the
summertime. With 25 mm thick high-performance insulation
and Truma combi heating system your vehicle adapts to hot
summer days, as well as cold winter nights. 

Ready for summer and winter
We are present on the market under the brand name 
Megatekstil d.o.o., which produces top-quality products 
that compete with the biggest European manufacturers 
in efficiency and quality. All our employees are 
embedded in this process, as our business goal is to 
systematically approach our customers and offer a 
variety of solutions for every individual customer.

Mega quality





MEGACLASSIC 600



MEGACLASSIC 600

Comfortable  seating for up to 4 people.Basic layout - Color: CPL Driftwood.

Compact and articulated – still, has everything to conquer the world. With a length of 5.98 m,
the MEGACLASSIC 600 represents a golden middle-range in the MEGA caravan.

However, when it comes to convenience and storage space, the MEGACLASSIC-600 with
its intelligently designed interior makes no compromises. You could hardly wish for more!



Kitchen with two burners and 90l refrigerator. Larege bathroom – simple, yet spacious.

Royal sleeping – large and comfortable sleeping area.

Captain Chairs for even more comfort.



With our innovative LATOFLEX system you can drive you bikes 
inside your camper.

Kolesa ali motor lahko shranite kar v vaše vozilo.

Enormous space for up to two 11 kg gas bottles. 90l refrigirator with freezer and a cabin above. 



Fresh water:  90 L
Waste water:  100 L
Gas:  2 x 11 kg
Weight:  2985 kg
Total weight:  3500 kg

Seating:   4
Beds:   3
Beds at the rear:  1910 mm x 1400 mm
Beds at the front:  1800 mm x 900 mm

A: Wheelbase:  4035 mm
B: Length:  5998 mm
C: Width (external):  2050 mm
D: Height (external):  2580 mm

Vehicle dimensions

Vehicle information
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MEGASPORT 640
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The new versatile MEGASPORT 640 camping caravan offers everything you need to make fulfill 
your desires. It is an ideal starting point for various sporting activities or for the lifestyle in nature. 

If you just want to take a break, the MEGASPORT-640 will take you wherever you want. 
It is a caravan for people who know exactly what they want!

MEGASPORT 640

Dinette: comfortable, elegant and cozy.Basic layout - Color:  CPL Avola.



A spacious, simple and well-thought-out bathroom.

A big and comfortable bed.

Large storage space.Practical kitchen area.





Fresh water:  90 L
Waste water:  100 L
Gas:  2 x 11 kg
Weight:  3105 kg
Total weight:  3500 kg

Seating:  4
Beds:  3 + 1
Beds at the rear:  2010 mm/1780 mm x 1910 mm
Beds at the front:   1800 x 900 mm

A: Wheelbase:  4035 mm
B: Length:  6360  mm
C: Width (external):   2050  mm
D: Height (external):  2660 mm

Vehicle dimensions

Vehicle information

MEGASPORT 640
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MEGAREVOLUTION 640
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The MEGAREVOLUTION 640 camper offers a lot of space. The electrically infi nitely variable 
bed can be used in any desired position. This means you always have optimal storage space 
and the bed available at the same time. Annoying bed conversion is spared. 

One floor double bed is available as an extension option.

MEGAREVOLUTION640

Basic layout - Color: CPL Hacienda Weiß A heated dining room with extendable table.



Boundless functionality. Practical and functional kitchenA spacious and well thought out bathroom..

Heated dining room with extendable table.



Create a comfortable storage space. You can store your bicycle of motorcycle in the van.Mega Revolution offers a height-adjustable bed and an 
extra bed under for families for even more functionality.



Fresh water:  90 L
Waste water:  100 L
Gas:  2 x 11 kg
Weight:  3185 kg
Total weight:  3500 kg

Seating:  4
Beds:   4
Beds at the rear:  1950 m/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm
Beds at the front: 1800 mm x 900 mm
Beds at the rear  - extra:  1950 mm/1780 mm x 1400 mm

A: Wheelbase:  4035 mm
B: Length:  6360  mm
C: Width (external):   2050  mm
D: Height (external):  2910 mm

Vehicle dimensions

Vehicle information

MEGAREVOLUTION 640
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Paint color options

Serial paint:

Tizian red Polar white Sun yellow Imperial blue

Aluminium grey Metallic Metallic Ferro grey Metallic Golden white Metallic Graphito grey

Metallic Lago blue Profondo red Metallic

Vehicle

Metallic paint:



Furniture decors

SILVER LINE

GOLD LINE

SAHARA LINE

Countertops decor Floor decors

Chromix silver

Light grey Oak light brown

Oak Natur Halifax

Dark grey Oak light grey

Magnolia Metallic 

Ferro Bronsa Oak dark brown

Brown Kansas 
Oak 

Cream beige

Oak Bardolino

Alpine White

Hacienda white Avola Driftwood Graphito grey

Renna 32

Renna 50

Renna 25Jaguar 1500

Santos A26

Santos A09Santos A93

Boomtex 7427 Pelko

Tristan

Gitana 11

Mojito 153Zanzaibar 
Blue

Eve 4

Gitana 11Proxima

Natura 2 Brunello 70

PORTO

HAVANA

CALIOPINTA

QUITO

LIMALAGOS

BOGOTA DAKAR

Textile options for seats and seating 



MEGARE-AKTIV 680
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Among the first motorhomes in its class built on the Volkswagen Crafter or MAN TGE chassis, MEGA MOBIL 
represents a whole new era of high-end travel. Now with four-wheel drive and other enhancements, 
MEGA MOBIL continues to raise the level of caravanning in Europe. The well-planned RE-AKTIV floor plan 
offers various seating, sleeping, bathing, and cooking options highlighted by top interior design, luxurious 
SAHARALINE® equipment, and LED technology. This complete recreational vehicle features stainless steel 
appliances and a fridge with a compressor for optimum cooling. Option of an awning, LED lighting, and an 
expandable solar energy system outside that helps maintain energy flow, even when you’re not connected to 
a power grid. Travel in style and camp luxuriously: See the world in your MEGA RE-AKTIV.

MEGARE-AKTIV 680

Basic version colour: CPL Eiche Natur Halifax. Optimum seat distribution with extendible seats for even more comfort.



Functional kitchen with spacious cabinets and drawers. Smart layout for carefree use.A safe storage space.

90-litre fridge with innovative double-sided door.



Electrically adjustable bed height with dual control panel as 
standard.

You can store your bicycle or motorcycle in the vehicle.Create a comfortable storage space.



Fresh water:  90 L
Waste water:  100 L
Gas:  2 x 11 kg
Weight:  3005 kg
Total weight:  3500 kg

Seating:  4
Beds:   4
Beds at the rear:   1950 m/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm
Beds at the front:  1800 mm x 900 mm 

A: Wheelbase:  4490  mm
B: Length:  6836  mm
C: Width (external):   2040  mm
D: Height (external):  2590 mm

Vehicle dimensions

Vehicle information

MEGARE-AKTIV 680
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MEGAVARIO AKTIV 680
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MEGA VARIO 680 - Designed on the MAN TGE or VW CRAFTER chassis, it has been designed 
with sleek style and advanced features to create a recreational vehicle layout tailored for 
an elite travel experience. The floor plan of our vehicle uses every inch of the van, from the 
two Captain-Chair seats in the front and the pull-out bench in the back, to the kitchen with 
a luxurious fridge and top standard equipment. Then there’s the premium family bed at the 
back which can be converted into two single beds with stairs for easy passage. A true luxury 
icon, the MEGA VARIO 680 is just another way of MEGA MOBIL ensuring travellers enjoy the 
kind of freedom found only on the open road.

MEGAVARIO AKTIV 680

Basic version colour: CPL Chromix Silver. The dining area with an extendible table perfectly complements the kitchen.



Extremely spacious drawers can store a lot of dishes and  
cooking equipment.

A spacious bathroom you can use for different purposes - 
 tailored to your needs.Comfortable single beds for a comfortable rest.

A transverse cupboard for more storage which is really 
important in camping.



V osnovni postavitvi pridobite ogromno ležišče.

MEGAVARIO System - additional steps for easier access to the 
bed.

Part of the basic layout is a large bed. Single beds for a good night’s sleep and more space in 
the vehicle.



Fresh water:  90 L
Waste water:  100 L
Gas:  2 x 11 kg
Weight:  3005 kg
Total weight:  3500 kg

Seating:  4
Beds:   4
Beds at the rear:   1950 m/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm
Beds at the front:  1800 mm x 900 mm 

A: Wheelbase:  4490  mm
B: Length:  6836  mm
C: Width (external):   2040  mm
D: Height (external):  2590 mm

Vehicle dimensions

Vehicle information

MEGAVARIO AKTIV 680
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Vehicle

Paint color options

Serial paint:

Metallic paint:

Ontario green  Candy white Deep Ocean blue

Light orange Cherry red

Reflex silver metallic Indium gray metallic Deep Black Metallic - Pearl effect



Furniture decors

SILVER LINE

GOLD LINE

SAHARA LINE

Countertops decor Floor decors

Chromix silver

Light grey Oak light brown

Oak Natur Halifax

Dark grey Oak light grey

Magnolia Metallic 

Ferro Bronsa Oak dark brown

Brown Kansas 
Oak 

Cream beige

Oak Bardolino

Alpine white

Hacienda white Avola Driftwood Graphito grey

Renna 32

Renna 50

Renna 25Jaguar 1500

Santos A26

Santos A09Santos A93

Boomtex 7427 Pelko

Tristan

Gitana 11

Mojito 153Zanzaibar 
Blue

Eve 4

Gitana 11Proxima

Natura 2 Brunello 70

PORTO

HAVANA

CALIOPINTA

QUITO

LIMALAGOS

BOGOTA DAKAR

Textile options for seats and seating 



Mega Mobil® -  Camper Vans
Mega tekstil d.o.o.
Kolodvorska ulica 31b, 2310 Slovenska Bistrica, Slovenija

Tel: +386 (0)2 805 04 15   
Mobile: +386 (0)40 665 437
E-mail: info@megamobil.si  
Website: www.mega-mobil.eu

Mega Mobil Partner:

The catalog is for illustrative purposes only. Photos in this catalog may show some 
elements that are not standard or Products that are only offered in certain markets.

The products may be technical or commercial change due to other regulations. 
Misprints and errors are reserved.
Please contact your selected retailer for detailed information before purchasing.


